February 19th 1943.

While a mass of twisted metal,

Ships sunk:  Merchant: Neptune (NEJNO)
British Motorist: Zealandia
U.S.A. - Transports Naigs, Mauna Loa
USS Yestroyal Perry
Toned South Tugnui - Barossa, Torrylna
Royal Darwin Navy

H.M.A.S. Pentypus Relic of the 1914-1918 War
Surrounded by a collection of small craft
Like an old duck with a clutch of duckings
Note Pentypus sailed weighed anchor first time
in nineteen months sailed south.
Kuri = Vigilant (Son Lieutenant Bennet)
Which inaugurated and operated the Tenuous sea link - with the sparrow force of Aus Commandos
Still fighting on Timor
Feel sorry of the Timor Girl
